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 s`m u8|[U]63m 771|Stalker47 d868ddde6e s`m u8|[U]62o d868ddde6e At this point, the last thing I want to do is to change the
second digit in the matched words. Is there a way to accomplish this? Thank you. A: Substitute all the \d characters in the line

with [0-9] so you get: sed -i's/\d/[0-9]/g' testfile Doing it like this instead, gives you the line number, so you can easily revert it.
sed -i '/^s`m u8|[U]/s/\d/[0-9]/g' testfile Welcome to the Marvel Universe! Have you been trained for all-out battle? Join the
Guardians! The new Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 movie is out in theaters now, and since it's already one of the highest

grossing movies of the year, the movie has already sold out the IMAX 3D screens for quite some time. So, obviously, you'll
need to be at home with a projector to watch it in your own theater, but you can also download the movie in 3D, in theaters, on
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demand, on a few different platforms, like Amazon Instant Video and Google Play. And, if you want to save yourself some
money (because why wouldn't you?) and you want to buy the movie, you can do that too. The movie is available for pre-order on
Amazon for the Kindle and it's available for pre-order on Google Play for Android devices for $19.99. If you want to watch the
movie in your own house, then you can buy the 3D Blu-ray version of the movie for $29.99. That will also be available for on

demand and to stream for the 3D-ready Samsung TVs in the U.S. as well. In addition to the movie, Marvel Comics has put out a
series of tie-in comics that will take place between Vol. 2 and Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3. Those comics are available now,

as well. What's 82157476af
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